Rally on Yoga Awareness - Yoga for Humanity - 21.06.2022

Programme : - Rally on Yoga Awareness - Yoga for Humanity

Venue : - MAM’s Sumatibhai Shah Ayurved Mahavidyalaya, Hadapsar, Dist. Pune.

Date : - 21.06.2022

As per direction from directorate of AYUSH, 8th international yoga week was celebrated by department of Swasthvritta & Yoga from 14/06/2022 to 21/06/2022.

Yoga awareness rally was conducted in Hadapsar area. Placarts were displayed about Yoga Awareness in the community.

Total 50 volunteers participated.

(Dr. Nilesh M. Phule)
Principal
M. A. M’s, Sumatibhai Shah Ayurved Mahavidyalaya, Hadapsar, Pune- 411 028.